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ABSTRACT Robust localization methods that employ distance measurements to predict the position of an
emitter are proposed in this paper. The occurrence of outliers due to the non-line-of sight (NLOS) propagation
of signals can drastically degrade the localization performance in crowded urban areas and indoor situations.
Hence, robust positioning methods are considered to mitigate the effects of outliers. Specifically, localization
methods based on robust statistics are considered. Modified multi-stage ML-type method (MM) based
weighted least squares (WLS), maximum a posteriori (MAP) expectationmaximization (EM)WLS and vari-
ational Bayes (VB) EM WLS algorithms are developed under various outlier-contaminated environments.
Simulation results show that the position estimation accuracy of the proposed modified MM WLS method,
which uses the novel weight, is higher than that of the other methods under most outlier-contaminated
conditions. Furthermore, the MAP-EM WLS and VB-EM WLS methods are the most accurate among
algorithms that do not require statistical testing. Additionally, the mean square error (MSE) and asymptotic
unbiasedness of the proposed algorithms are analyzed.

INDEX TERMS Expectation maximization, localization, maximum a posteriori, multi-stage maximum
likelihood-type (MM) estimator, robust, variational Bayes, weighted least squares.

I. INTRODUCTION
Emitter positioning involves predicting the coordinates of a
point emitter using the observations from each receiver. It is
of considerable interest in diverse areas of study, such
as telecommunication, signal processing and remote sens-
ing. Emitter positioning algorithms are classified into direct
and indirect localization methods. The direct localization
method estimates the location information directly from a
signal model based on the grid search method. In contrast,
the indirect localization method estimates the source posi-
tion using information such as the time difference of arrival
(TDOA), time of arrival (TOA), received signal strength indi-
cator (RSSI) and angle of arrival (AOA). The direct localiza-
tion method has better accuracy in the low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) condition, but incurs a higher computational
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burden compared with that of the indirect algorithm. The
indirect positioning algorithm is examined in this study. The
localization methods based on TOA, TDOA and AOA require
expensive and energy-consuming hardware. The TDOA and
TOA-based positioning methods also require synchroniza-
tion between sensors or between sensors and the emitter.
However, the TOA-based positioning method shows the best
location performance among the aforementioned algorithms.
The localization systems using RSSI can be implemented at
a reasonable price, but their localization accuracy using the
RSSI is lower than that of the techniques that use the TOA,
TDOA andAOA.Moreover, this technique suffers from prob-
lems such as model-mismatch, multipath effects and back-
ground interferences, which render the distance observation
inaccurate. Therefore, the TOA is utilized as themeasurement
in this paper. Previous studies have extensively investigated
the localization problems in the line-of-sight (LOS) context
[1]–[3]. However, certain problems remain to be solved.
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A critical theme among position prediction problems is the
localization in mixed LOS/non-line-of-sight (NLOS) envi-
ronments. For example, the LOS path between a source and
sensors may be blocked in urban or indoor situations. Robust
statistics are required because the conventional localization
methods based on a sample mean are quite vulnerable to
outliers in mixed LOS/NLOS environments. The outlier is an
observation that is distant from most gathered observations.

In general, studies on position prediction for the mixed
LOS/NLOS problems are classified into three main areas:
1) robust statistics, 2) LOS and LOS/NLOS mixture sen-
sor identification and 3) mathematical programming. Some
examples of localization methods based on robust statistics
are the M and least median squares (LMedS) algorithms
[4]–[9]. The M estimator exploits a robust cost function
to minimize the effects of outliers [4], [5] and the LMedS
estimator yields the smallest median of squared residuals
for the candidate estimates [6], [7]. The identification and
discard method identifies the outlier-contaminated sensors
and discards them prior to localization [10], [11]. Quadratic
programming, linear programming and interior point opti-
mization are mathematical programming methods [12]–[14],
wherein, some constraints associated with NLOS measure-
ments are employed. Some papers deal with the TOA local-
ization under asynchronous receivers formulation in wireless
networks using the expectation maximization (EM) and fac-
tor graph. In this study, we focus on robust-statistics-based
localization.

The MM estimator has been a popular method because
it attenuates the adverse influences of NLOS observa-
tion [4], [5]. The existing MM estimation-based localization
algorithm uses a transformed range observation to obtain
the position estimate and the weight to reflect the different
accuracy of each sensor [15]. The transformed observation
and transformed distance estimate based on the MM algo-
rithm are assumed statistically independent in the existing
MM-WLS algorithm, but this is not the case. Therefore, novel
weights are derived using the fact that the transformed range
measurements and transformed distance estimate based on
MM estimate are correlated. From now on, the modified
MM weighted least squares (WLS) estimation is abbreviated
as the MM WLS-M algorithm. Moreover, the MM WLS-M
method requires statistical testing to discriminate the inliers
and outliers. M denotes the modified. This necessitates the
determination of an optimal threshold for discriminating
inliers and outliers. However, this is a non-trivial task under
rapidly varying environments or channels, as the threshold
needs to be determined considering the changing conditions.
Thus, maximum a posteriori (MAP) EM and variational
Bayesian (VB) EMWLS localization without statistical test-
ing are proposed to avoid this limitation. Statistical testing is
not required as the parameters, such asmean and variance, are
estimated from the outlier-contaminated observations. In the
remainder of this paper, the MAP EM and VB EM combined
with the WLS method are denoted as the MAP-EM WLS
andVB-EMWLS algorithms, respectively.We utilize the EM

algorithm because it has been widely used in the estimation
of parameters of mixture model. The MAP EMmethod is the
Bayesian version of EM algorithm in which the posterior is
maximized and can outperform the standard EM algorithm in
the low SNR or small sample size condition. The VB learning
method has the advantages compared to the MAP algorithm.
The posterior to be maximized is difficult to be known in
certain case. In this situation, the posterior can be estimated
using the mean-field theorem of the VB EM algorithm. Also,
the VB learning is less prone to the overfitting than MAP
estimation [16]. The essential of the VB EM algorithm is
that the posterior can be represented as the multiplication
of the variational distributions. Therefore, the performance
of the VB EM algorithm may be degraded if the varia-
tional distribution is far from the true posterior. Although
the Monte-Carlo-based algorithms such as Gibbs sampling
and Metropolis-Hastings algorithms can be used for estimat-
ing parameters, the proposed MAP-EM and VB-EM algo-
rithms are computationally efficient than the Monte-Carlo
methods. Also, the convergence of the algorithm can be
confirmed more easily than the Monte-Carlo methods. The
novelty and main contributions of this study are summarized
as follows:
• We develop a robust MM WLS-M localization method
in which the weight calculation is different from that
of existing MM WLS localization algorithm. Namely,
the statistical dependence between transformed range
measurements and the MM estimate are considered in
the proposedmethod for derivation of theweight. In gen-
eral, the weight is determined as the variance of response
variables. As the weight is more accurate, the accuracy
of the estimation algorithm is better.

• The existing statistical testing method requires an opti-
mal threshold for discriminating the inliers and outliers.
However, this is not an easy task under rapidly changing
environments or channels, as the threshold should be
predetermined according to the changing conditions.
To address these drawbacks, we propose a localization
technique that does not require hypothesis testing and an
empirical threshold.

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the MM
estimation-based localization using the novel weight
proposed in this paper has not been investigated yet.
Moreover, the combination of Bayesian EM and WLS
methods has not been reported yet.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes themixed LOS/NLOS position determination prob-
lem covered in this paper. Section III describes the existing
estimation algorithms. Section IV describes the proposed
robust MM WLS-M, MAP-EM WLS and VB-EM WLS
positioning algorithms. Section V analyses the mean square
error (MSE) and asymptotic unbiasedness of the proposed
localization algorithms. Section VI demonstrates the superi-
ority of the proposed techniques over the conventional algo-
rithms via simulation results. Finally, Section VII presents
our conclusions and future work.
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The localization method based on distance measurements
aims to determine the location of an emitter accurately, where
the error risk function, e.g., the MSE, should be minimized.
In the problem of mixed LOS/NLOS emitter localization,
the observation equation is expressed as

ri,j = di + ni,j

=

√
(x− xi)2 + (y− yi)2 + ni,j, (1)

where ni,j is a Gaussian mixture random variable defined as
(1−νi,2)N (0, σ 2

i,1)+νi,2N (µi,2, σ 2
i,2), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, j =

1, 2, . . . ,P with M and P denoting the number of receivers
and observations in each receiver, respectively. The inliers
follow N (0, σ 2

i,1) and the outliers follow N (µi,2, σ 2
i,2)

(N (µi,l, σ 2
i,l) denotes a Gaussian probability density func-

tion (PDF) with mean µi,l and variance σ 2
i,l (l=1, 2)). The

inliers have a probability of 1−νi,2 and the outliers have a
probability of νi,2. The Gaussian mixture noise distribution
with two-mode has been utilized extensively for modeling
mixed LOS/NLOS situations [17]–[21]. More specifically,
the authors of [17], [19] obtained the experimental result that
the mixed LOS/NLOS noise distribution is consistent with
two-mode mixed Gaussian distribution. It is assumed that
the statistics such as the mean and variance of the LOS and
NLOS noise distributions cannot be obtained. Here, νi,2 ∈
[0, 1] represents a contamination ratio, which is commonly
lower than 0.1 [8]. Some papers also consider the expo-
nential distribution for modeling the NLOS bias. However,
the applicability of that model in the proposed algorithm is
out of scope because it requires the thorough investigation.
Moreover, [x y]T denotes the target location to be estimated
and [xi yi]

T represents the known coordinates of the ith
receiver. Additionally, ri,j is the range observation from the
emitter to the ith receiver at the jth time instance and di is the
true distance from the source to the ith receiver. Squaring (1)
and rearranging the expressions yield the following equation:

xix+ yiy− 0.5R+ mi,j
= 0.5(xi2 + yi

2
− r2i,j),

i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, j = 1, 2, . . . ,P (2)

where R = x2 + y2,mi,j = −dini,j − 1
2n

2
i,j.We can obtain the

following equation by expressing (2) in a matrix form

Ax+mj = bj, j = 1, · · · ,P (3)

where mj = [m1,j, · · · ,mM,j]T, x = [x y R ]T,

A =

 x1 y1 −0.5
...

...
...

xM yM −0.5

 (4)

and bj = [b1,j · · · bM ,j]T =
1
2

 x21 + y
2
1 − r

2
1,j

...

x2M + y
2
M − r

2
M,j

 . (5)

The objective is to determine the parameter x by fus-
ing the transformed distance measurements optimally,

i.e., [b1, · · · ,bP]. The first-step solution is obtained using the
aforementioned equations. Furthermore, the second-step pro-
cedure is employed to enhance the accuracy of the first-step
solution. In this paper, a vector is represented by a lowercase
boldface letter and a matrix by an uppercase boldface letter.
The operator [·]T denotes a transpose.

III. REVIEW OF THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
UNDER GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELS
The MM estimator has been employed in the presence of
outliers. The rationale of this algorithm is to mitigate the
adverse effects of outliers by utilizing a weight function, that
is inversely proportional to the squared residual. The mixture
EMmethod has been used to estimate the parameters (mixing
coefficient, mean and variance) of the mixture model. More-
over, these parameters have been used for robust positioning
in the presence of outliers [17], [21]. The lower bound of the
marginal likelihood function is maximized when themarginal
likelihood function is difficult to be directly maximized. The
mixture EM method can be extended to the MAP-EM and
VB-EM algorithms using a prior distribution. The principle
of the MAP-EM and VB-EM algorithms is to estimate the
responsibility of the observation via conditional expectation.

A. MM ESTIMATOR [8], [9]
The MM estimation involves the calculation of the scale
parameter based on the S estimation, followed by loca-
tion estimation using the M algorithm. The details of MM
estimator can be found in [8], [9], [15].

B. MAP-EM ESTIMATOR [22]
The EM method is a recursive method to find the local
maximum of a complete likelihood function, where themodel
depends on unobserved latent variables [23], [24]. Also,
EM method can be employed for finding the parameters
maximizing the log-posterior function and it is termed as
MAP-EM technique in this study. The MAP-EM method
is divided into an expectation (E) step and a maximization
(M) step. The expectation of the log-posterior evaluated
using the current estimate is determined in the E-step and
the parameters that maximize the log-posterior function are
determined in the M-step. The objective of the MAP-EM
algorithm is to find the MAP estimate of the posterior func-
tion using the following two-step.

E-step:

Q(θ |θ (k)) = Ez|r,θ (k) [ln p(θ , z|r)], (6)

where ln(·) denotes the natural logarithm. In the M-step,
the expected log-posterior at the current estimate is maxi-
mized as follows:

M-step:

θ (k+1) = arg max
θ

Q(θ |θ (k)). (7)

C. VB-EM ESTIMATOR [16], [22], [25], [26]
The VB-EM algorithm estimates the random parameter θ
and the latent variable z of a model, given the observation
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r. The Bayes’ rule can be applied for inferring the posterior
as follows:

p(θ , z|r) =
p(r|θ , z)p(θ , z)

p(r)
. (8)

The evidence p(r) is determined to be

p(r) =
∫
θ ,z
p(r, θ , z)dθdz. (9)

The main limitation of the Bayesian estimation is that
the above integral is intractable, except for simple mod-
els. The variational algorithm is designed to detour infea-
sible integrals, approximating true posterior distribution
p(θ , z|r) using the variational posterior distribution q(θ , z).
The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used for measuring
the discrepancy between the true and variational posterior
distributions, and is defined as

DKL(q||p) =
∫
θ ,z
q(θ , z)ln

q(θ , z)
p(θ , z|r)

dθdz

= Eq

{
ln

q(θ , z)
p(θ , z|r)

}
(10)

where Eq{·} denotes the expectation over distribution q. The
marginal distribution ln p(r) can be rewritten from (10) as
follows:

ln p(r) = B(q)+ DKL(q||p) (11)

where B(q) =
∫
q(θ , z)ln{ p(r,θ ,z)q(θ ,z) }dθdz and DKL(q||p) =

−
∫
q(θ , z)ln{ p(θ ,z|r)q(θ ,z) }dθdz. B(q) becomes the lower bound

of the marginal distribution because DKL(q||p) ≥ 0 and B(q)
is maximized for estimating θ , which is equivalent to mini-
mizing the KL divergence. The variational posterior q(θ , z)
can be factorized as q(θ )q(z) in the variational Bayesian
inference. The variational Bayesian EM method alternates
between E-step and M-step, i.e., the optimal q(z) is deter-
mined by assuming that q(θ ) is fixed and the optimal q(θ )
is determined with q(z) fixed. The solutions are represented
as follows:

q(z) ∝ exp(Eq(θ ){ln p(θ , z, r)}) (12)

q(θ ) ∝ exp(Eq(z){ln p(θ , z, r)}). (13)

IV. PROPOSED MM WLS-M, MAP-EM, VB-EM WLS
LOCALIZATION METHODS
In this section, the MM WLS-M method is described in
detail. Moreover, the MAP-EM and VB-EM algorithms are
combined with the WLS method.

A. MM WLS-M ALGORITHM
A detailed explanation of the modified MM estimation-based
WLS localization algorithm is presented in this subsection.
The bi,1:P = [bi,1 · · · bi,P]T is the transformed distance set
and merged employing the MM estimation as follows:

b̂MMi =

∑P
j=1 w

MM
i,j bi,j∑P

j=1 w
MM
i,j

(14)

where wMMi,j =

[1− (
bi,j−b̂MMi
4.685 σ̂i

)2]2 if|
bi,j−b̂MMi

σ̂i
| ≤ 4.685;

0, if|
bi,j−b̂MMi

σ̂i
| > 4.685.

,

b̂MMi is the estimate of true transformed distance that com-
bines bi,1:P and σ̂i is the S-estimate for the ith sensor. The
initial point of b̂MMi is selected as the sample median of
bi,1:P [8], [9]. Mostly, it can not be known whether the mea-
surement is an inlier or outlier; thus, the inliers and outliers
should be discerned utilizing the statistical testing given in
the below of (14). The estimate of true transformed distance
b̂MMi is then found recursively since both sides of (14) contain
unknown b̂MMi . The variance of the statistic b̂MMi is then
calculated based on algebraic methods as follows:

Var[b̂MMi ] =

∑
q′is
(wMMi,qi )

2Var[bi,qi ]

(
∑

q′is
wMMi,qi )

2
, (15)

where Var[bi,qi ] =
∑

q′is
(bi,qi − mei1)2/Qi, q′is are sample

indices, which are determined as inliers in the ith sensor based
on the statistical testing appeared in the below of (14), andQi
is the total number of measurements decided to be inliers. In
addition, mei1 = 1

Qi

∑Qi
qi=1

bi,qi in the ith sensor. The output
of this algorithm is given by:

yi,j =

 bi,j, |
bi,j−b̂MMi

σ̂i
|≤ 4.685;

b̂MMi , |
bi,j−b̂MMi

σ̂i
|> 4.685.

(16)

The yi,1:P are averaged using the sample mean to increase the

accuracy, i.e., b̂i =
∑P

j=1 yi,j
P . The variance of the statistic b̂i

was determined using algebraic methods in existing method
as follows [15]:

Var[b̂i] =
Si
Qi
× Qi + Var[b̂MMi ]× Ri

P2
, (17)

where Si =
∑

q′is
(yi,qi − mei2)

2, Ri is the number of samples
determined as outliers in the ith sensor, P = (Qi + Ri)
is the total number of samples in the ith sensor, mei2 =
1
Qi

∑Qi
qi=1

yi,qi and Var[b̂
MM
i ] is defined in (15). The statistical

independence between bi,qi and b̂
MM
i is assumed in existing

MM WLS algorithm. However, this is not true because b̂MMi
includes bi,qi . Therefore, the variance calculation should be
modified using the property that bi,qi and b̂

MM
i are correlated

as follows:

Var[b̂i] = Var
[∑

q′is
bi,qi + (

∑P
k=1 wi,kbi,k∑P
k=1 wi,k

)Ri

P

]

= Var
[∑

q′is
(1+

Ri·wi,qi∑P
k=1 wi,k

)bi,qi +
Ri
∑

r ′i s
wi,ribi,ri∑P

k=1 wi,k

P

]

= Var
[∑

q′is
(1+

Ri·wi,qi∑P
k=1 wi,k

)bi,qi

P

]

=

[
∑

q′is
(1+

Ri·wi,qi∑P
k=1 wi,k

)]2Var[bi,qi ]

P2
(18)
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where q′is and r ′i s are the LOS sensor index set and
LOS/NLOS sensor index set, respectively. In (18), the third
line is derived using the property that the weights that
belong to the outlier set are zeros. Then, the transformed
measurement equation is determined as follows:

Ax+ ε = b̂f, (19)

where ε = [ε1, · · · , εM ]T, b̂f = [b̂1, · · · , b̂M ]T , the super-
script f is the acronym of the first-step estimate and ε is the
additive noise of b̂f. The first-stepWLS estimate based on the
M estimation is determined as follows:

x̂f = (ATWfA)−1ATWfb̂f (20)

where Wf
= C−1

b̂f
= (diag[Var{b̂1} · · ·Var{b̂M }])−1. Further-

more, the estimation performance of the first-step estimate is
enhanced utilizing the second-step approach [2], [3]. Because
the two-step localization method is well known, its explana-
tion is omitted. For more details of the two-step localization
method, it can be referred to [2], [3].

B. MAP-EM WLS ALGORITHM
An EM estimate of the parameters of mixture distribution can
be obtained by maximizing the complete data log-likelihood,
i.e., the lower bound of the marginal likelihood function.
The objective is the maximization of the marginal likelihood
function with respect to the parameters of the mixture model,
which is obtained as follows:

L(θ i; ri) = ln p(ri; θ i)

=

P∑
j=1

ln
( 2∑

l=1

νi,l N (ri,j−di; δi)
)
, i=1, · · · ,M ,

(21)

where ri = [ri,1, · · · , ri,P]T , θ i = [νi,µi, di,λi]
T , δi =

[µi, di,λi]
T , νi = [νi,1, νi,2]T , µi = [µi,1, µi,2]T and λi =

[λi,1, λi,2]T . However, the optimization is difficult because
the summation exists in the inner part of the logarithm.
Instead of solving (21) directly, we maximize the complete
log-likelihood function in which the latent variable, zj,l (j =
1, · · · ,P, l = 1, 2), is appended to the incomplete range
observation. zj,l indicates the mixture component responsi-
ble for the corresponding distance observation. Moreover,
the EM method can be used for optimizing the complete
log-posterior and the conditional expectation for the complete
log-posterior of the ith sensor is expressed as

l(θ i; θ
(k)
i ) = Ezi|ri,θ (k)i

[
ln p(θ i, zi|ri)

]
= Ezi|ri,θ (k)i

[
ln
{ P∏
j=1

2∑
l=1

p(ri,j|zj,l, θ i)

× p(zj,l |θ i)p(θ i)
}]
, i = 1, · · · ,M , (22)

where zi is a vector enclosing latent variables zj,l and super-
script (k) denotes the kth iteration-step. We assume that the

prior of the mixing coefficient, νi, is modeled as the Dirichlet
distribution with the parameter αi, where αi consists of αi,l =
αi,0 + Ni,l (i = 1, · · · ,M , l = 1, 2), Ni,l =

∑P
j=1 γj,l ,

γj,l = p(zj,l |ri,j, θ
(k)
i ) and αi,0 is the hyper-parameter. The

prior mean (µp) is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and the precision prior (λp) is modeled as a gamma
distribution with the parameter (a0, b0). Then, (22) can be
further derived as follows:

l(θ i; θ
(k)
i )

= Ezi|ri,θ (k)i

[
ln p(θ i, zi|ri)

]
= Ezi|ri,θ (k)i

[ P∑
j=1

{
ln νi,1 −

1
2
ln 2π + ln λi,1

−
λi,1

2
(ri,j − di − µi,1)2 + ln νi,2 −

1
2
ln 2π

+ ln λi,2 −
λi,2

2
(ri,j − di − µi,2)2

}]
+ ln p(νi,1)+ ln p(νi,2)+ ln p(µi,1)+ ln p(µi,2)

+ ln p(λi,1)+ lnp(λi,2)

=

P∑
j=1

(ln νi,1 −
1
2
ln 2π − ln λi,1

−
λi,1

2
(ri,j − di − µi,1)2)p(zj,1|ri, θ i(k))

+ (ln νi,2 −
1
2
ln 2π + ln λi,2

−
λi,2

2
(ri,j − di − µi,2)2)p(zj,2|ri, θ i(k))

− lnB(αi,1)+ (αi,0 − 1)ln νi,1 − ln B(αi,2)

+ (αi,0 − 1)ln νi,2

−
1
2
ln 2π +

1
2
ln λp−

λpµ
2
p

2
+a0ln b0

+ (a0 − 1)ln b0 + (a0 − 1)ln λp−b0λp − ln 0(a0) (23)

whereB(αi,l) =
0(αi,l )2

0(2αi,l )
and0(·) denotes the gamma function.

Rearranging (23) with respect to νi yields (24):

Ezi|ri,θ (k) [ln p(θ i, zi|ri)]

= const+
P∑
j=1

{(ln νi,1)γj,1 + (ln νi,2)γj,2}+(αi,1 − 1)ln νi,1

+ (αi,2 − 1)ln νi,2 (24)

where const represents the irrelevant terms of νi = {νi,1, νi,2}.
Differentiating (24) with respect to νi,l and setting it to zero
yield (25):

∂l(θ i; θ
(k)
i )

∂νi,l
=

P∑
j=1

γj,l

νi,l
+

(α0 − 1)
νi,l

+ β = 0, (25)

where β represents the Lagrange multiplier and the constraint∑2
l=1 νi,l = 1 is used. Then, νi,l is obtained by solving (25)
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as follows:

ν
(k+1)
i,l =

∑P
j=1 γ

(k)
j,l + α0 − 1

P+ 2α0 − 2
. (26)

Furthermore, µ(k+1)
i,l , d (k+1)i and λ(k+1)i,l can be obtained sim-

ilarly as follows:

µ
(k+1)
i,l

=

∑P
j=1 γ

(k)
j,l (ri,j − d

(k)
i )∑P

j=1 γ
(k)
j,l + 1

(27)

d (k+1)i

=

∑P
j=1{γ

(k)
j,1 λ

(k)
i,1 (ri,j−µ

(k)
i,1 )+γ

(k)
j,2 λ

(k)
i,2 (ri,j−µ

(k)
i,2 )}+λpµp∑P

j=1{γ
(k)
j,1 λ

(k)
i,1 + γ

(k)
j,2 λ

(k)
i,2 } + λp

(28)

λ
(k+1)
i,l

=

∑P
j=1 γ

(k)
j,l − 2∑P

j=1(ri,j − d
(k)
i − µ

(k)
i,l )

2γ
(k)
j,l

(29)

In the following, the superscript (k) is omitted for brevity of
notation. Subsequently, the WLS method is derived using the
mean and covariance of ri = [ri,1 · · · ri,P]T (i = 1, · · · ,M ).
The mean of ri is represented as follows:

µri = νi,1(di + µi,1)+ νi,2(di + µi,2). (30)

Also, the variance of ri is expressed as follows:

σ 2
ri = νi,1(σ

2
i,1 + (di + µi,1)2 − µ2

ri )

+ νi,2(σ 2
i,2 + (di + µi,2)2 − µ2

ri ). (31)

Subsequently, the mean and variance of the transformed
observation are obtained as follows:

µbi =
x2i + y

2
i − µ

2
ri

2
(32)

σ 2
bi ' µ

2
riσ

2
ri (33)

where bi = [bi,1, · · · , bi,P]T . It should be noticed that the
mixture EM algorithm has not been combined with the WLS
method in existing literatures. The MAP-EM WLS method
does not require statistical testing because the mean and
variance of the observations are calculated with the outliers
included. This property is also applied to the VB-EM WLS
method introduced in the following section. The transformed
measurement equation for the MAP-EM WLS method is
expressed as follows:

Ax+ ε = bm, (34)

where ε = [ε1, · · · , εM ]T, bm = [µb1 , · · · , µbM ]
T ,

the superscript m is the abbreviation of the mean and ε is the
noise component of bm. Then, the first-step WLS estimate is
determined as follows:

x̂f = (ATWmA)−1ATWmbm (35)

where Wm
= C−1bm = (diag[σ 2

b1
· · · σ 2

bM
])−1. Furthermore,

the accuracy of the first-step estimate can be improved using
the second-step approach and it is identical to that of the MM
WLS-M algorithm.

C. VB-EM WLS ALGORITHM
The VB-EM-based method has been used for approximating
the posterior probability using unobserved latent variables
given some observed data. The approximated distribution is
restricted to belong to an exponential family to make the
approximated distribution similar to the true posterior. The
joint distribution of ri, θ i = [νi,µi,λi]

T and zi is expressed
as follows:

p(ri, zi, νi,µi,λi)=p(ri|zi,µi,λi)p(zi|νi)p(νi)p(µi|λi)p(λi).

(36)

The variational distribution is factorized with respect to the
latent variables and the parameters so that

q(zi, νi,µi,λi) = q(zi)q(νi)q(µi,λi). (37)

First, the variational distribution of zi is derived using the
mean field theory [25], [26] as follows:

q(zi)

= exp
{
Eνi,µi,λi

[
ln
( P∏
j=1

2∑
l=1

p(ri,j|zj,l, θ i)p(zj,l |θ i)
)]}

= exp
{
Eνi,µi,λi

[ P∑
j=1

{
ln
(
νi,1

√
λi,1
√
2π

×exp
(
−
λi,1(ri,j − di − µi,1)2

2

)
+ νi,2

√
λi,2
√
2π

exp
(
−
λi,2(ri,j − di − µi,2)2

2

))}]}
= exp

{
Eνi,µi,λi

[ P∑
j=1

{
ln νi,1 −

1
2
ln2π +

1
2
lnλi,1

−
λi,1(ri,j − di − µi,1)2

2
+ ln νi,2 −

1
2
ln2π +

1
2
lnλi,2

−
λi,2(ri,j − di − µi,2)2

2

}]}
. (38)

Absorbing any terms independent of zi into the constant
yields:

q(zi) = exp
[ P∑
j=1

2∑
l=1

zj,l lnρj,l + const
]

(39)

where ρj,l = exp
{
E[lnνi,l] + 1

2E[lnλi,l] −
1
2 ln2π −

1
2Eµi,λi

[
λi,l (ri,j−di−µi,l )2

2

]}
,E[lnνi,l] = ψ(αi,l) − ψ

(
∑2

k=1 αi,k ), ψ(·) is the digamma function,E[lnλi,l] =

ψ( νi,l2 ) + ln2 + lnλi,l,Eµi,λi

[
λi,l (ri,j−di−µi,l )2

2

]
= β−1i,l +
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νi,l(ri,j − di − µi,l)2, βi,l = βi,0 +
∑P

j=1 ρj,l, νi,l = νi,0 +∑P
j=1 ρj,l , βi,0 and νi,0 are hyper-parameters and const is

the term independent of zi. Then, q(zi) can be expressed as
follows:

q(zi) =
P∏
j=1

2∏
l=1

u
zj,l
j,l , i = 1, · · · ,M , (40)

where uj,l =
ρj,l∑2
k=1 ρj,k

.

Second, the variational distribution of νi is derived as
follows:

q(νi)

= exp
{
Ezi,µi,λi

[
ln
( P∏
j=1

2∑
l=1

p(ri,j|zj,l, θ i)p(zj,l |θ i)
)]}

= exp
{ P∑
j=1

2∑
l=1

uj,l ln νj,l + (αi,0 − 1)
2∑
l=1

ln νj,l + const
}

(41)

where const is the irrelevant term of νi.
Finally, the variational posterior distribution q(µi,λi) are

obtained similarly using the above derivation as follows:

q(µi,λi) = N (µi|µv, diag[λv]) Gamma(ai,bi) (42)

where µv = [
∑P

j=1 uj,1(ri,j−di)∑P
j=1 uj,1

,

∑P
j=1 uj,2(ri,j−di)∑P

j=1 uj,2
]T ,λv =

[
∑P

j=1 uj,1(ri,j−di−µi,1)
2∑P

j=1 uj,1
,

∑P
j=1 uj,2(ri,j−di−µi,2)

2∑P
j=1 uj,2

]T , Gamma denotes

the gamma distribution, ai = [ 12 ,
1
2 ]
T ,

bi = [bi(1) bi(2)]T ,bi(1) = 1
2

∑P
j=1 uj,1(ri,j−di−µi,1)

2∑P
j=1 uj,1

, and

bi(2) = 1
2

∑P
j=1 uj,2(ri,j−di−µi,2)

2∑P
j=1 uj,2

. The hyper-parameters of the

gamma distribution were set to zero without loss of generality
in the derivation of q(µi,λi). The variational posterior means
of νi,l, µi,l , λi,l and di are obtained as follows:

ν
(k+1)
i,l =

∑P
j=1 u

(k)
j,l

P
(43)

µ
(k+1)
i,l =

∑P
j=1 u

(k)
j,l (ri,j − d

(k)
i )∑P

j=1 u
(k)
j,l

(44)

u(k+1)i,l =

∑P
j=1 u

(k)
j,l∑P

j=1(ri,j − d
(k)
i − µ

(k)
i,l )

2u(k)j,l
. (45)

The range is estimated by maximizing the complete
log-likelihood (22) as follows:

d (k+1)i =

∑P
j=1{u

(k)
j,1λ

(k)
i,1 (ri,j − µ

(k)
i,1 )+ u

(k)
j,2λ

(k)
i,2 (ri,j − µ

(k)
i,2 )}∑P

j=1{u
(k)
j,1λ

(k)
i,1 + u

(k)
j,2λ

(k)
i,2 }

(46)

Then, the mean and variance of the transformed observations
are obtained using (30)−(33). The remaining procedures are
identical to those of the MAP-EM WLS algorithm.

V. MSE AND ASYMPTOTIC UNBIASEDNESS ANALYSIS
This section analyzes the MSE and asymptotic unbiasedness
of the proposed methods.

A. MSE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The MSE of the estimator is the sum of the squared bias and
error variance. The root MSE (RMSE) can be obtained as
the square root of the MSE. The estimation error 1̂xe can
be expressed as

1̂xe = D−12 1̂xs
= D−12 (HTC−1

ĥ
H)−1HTC−1

ĥ
(̂h−Hxs)

= D−12 (HTC−1
ĥ

H)−1HTC−1
ĥ

D1 (̂xf − xf)

= G(ATC−1
b̂MMA)

−1ATC−1
b̂MM (̂b

MM
− Axf) (47)

where D1 = diag[2x 2y 1], D2 = 2diag[x y], G =
D−12 (HTC−1

ĥ
H)−1HTC−1

ĥ
D1 and xf, xs are the true values of

x̂f, x̂s. The error covariance matrix of x̂e can be expressed as
follows:

cov[1̂xe] = G(ATC−1
b̂MMA)

−1GT . (48)

The MSEs of the MAP-EM and VB-EM WLS methods can
be obtained similarly using the above procedure.

B. ASYMPTOTICAL UNBIASEDNESS ANALYSIS
The unbiasedness of the MM WLS-M estimator can be
proven as follows. The expected value of b̂MM(i) can be
expressed as follows:

E[̂bMM(i)] = E
[
x2i + y

2
i − (r̂MM

i )2

2

]
= E

[
x2i + y

2
i − (di + nMM

i )2

2

]
= E

[
x2i + y

2
i − (d2i + 2dinMM

i + (nMM
i )2)

2

]
'

x2i + y
2
i − d

2
i

2
(49)

where nMM
i denotes the estimation error of r̂MM

i . The
second-order error term, (nMM

i )2, can be neglected under
sufficiently low noise conditions. Furthermore, E[nMM

i ] is
zero because the MM estimator is an asymptotic unbiased
estimator [8], [9]. Therefore, the bias of b̂MM(i) is approxi-
mately zero and the MM WLS-M estimator (̂xe) is asymp-
totic unbiased estimator. Moreover, lim

P→∞
Cb̂MM ' 0M×M ,

where 0M×M is the zero-valued square matrix with the size
of M. (Note that the MM estimator is the consistent esti-
mator [15]). Then, MM WLS-M estimator is asymptotically
consistent because lim

P→∞
E [̂bMM ] ' bo and lim

P→∞
Cb̂MM '

0M×M , where bo denotes the true value of b. [27]. Fur-
thermore, the unbiasedness of the VB-EM method can be
verified. The Gaussian mixture parameters can be estimated
using the EM algorithm and they are unbiased estimates
when eachGaussian component is separated sufficiently [28].
Moreover, the second-order error terms can be neglected
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when the estimation is performed well. Then, E[µbi ] can be
expressed as follows:

E[µbi ]

= E
[
x2i + y

2
i − µ

2
ri

2

]
'

x2i + y
2
i − ((1− νi,2)(di + µi,1))2 + (νi,2(di + µi,2))2

2

=
x2i + y

2
i − d

2
i + (νi,2)2(µi,2)2 + 2νi,2µi,2di

2

'
x2i + y

2
i − d

2
i

2
. (50)

The following property is used in the derivation of (50):
νi,1 + νi,2 = 1 and µi,1 = 0. Usually, νi,2 is close to zero.
Therefore, the estimation bias is smaller when νi,2 is closer
to zero. However, the bias term cannot be neglected as νi,2 is
closer to one.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The localization performances of the proposed robust source
localization algorithms are compared with those of MM
WLS [15], robust EKF [29], robust extrapolated single prop-
agation unscented Kalman filter (ESPUKF) [15], [30], [31]
and semi-definite programming (SDP) [32] algorithms. The
SDP method showed accurate performance under the heavily
contaminated environment, thus it was included for compar-
ing the localization performance. Also, the Kalman filter has
been widely utilized for localization, the robust version of
Kalman filter was compared with the proposed algorithm.
We used Matlab R2019b to obtain the simulation results.

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS
The simulation settings are summarized as follows. The
RMSE is defined as the estimation performance measure as
follows:

RMSE =

√∑10
i=1

∑200
k=1[(̂x

k(i)− x(i))2 + (̂yk(i)− y(i))2]
10× 200

(51)

where [̂xk(i), ŷk(i)]T is the predicted coordinates of the point
source in the ith position set and kth Monte-Carlo iteration.
Additionally, x(i) and y(i) indicate the ith true position of the
emitter. Seven sensors located at [0, 0]m, [10, 0]m, [0, 10] m,
[-10, 0] m, [0, −10] m, [−10, −10] m and [10, 10] m
were considered. Ten locations of the emitter were generated
with a uniform distribution in the 20 m×20 m. The trial
number of Monte-Carlo simulation was 500 and the variance
of inlier observations was postulated to be identical. Further-
more, an omni-directional emitter was assumed. The initial
mean and variance components of mixture distributions in the
MAP-EM and VB-EM WLS methods were set to [0.1, 1]T

and [(1.4826 ×MAD(ri))2, (1.4826 ×MAD(ri))2]T , where
ri denotes [ri,1, · · · , ri,P]T . Fig. 1 presents the deployment
of the sensors and emitters, denoted by circles and asterisks,
respectively.

FIGURE 1. Deployment of sensors (white circles indicate sensors,
whereas asterisks indicate sources).

B. RMSEs AS A FUNCTION OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF
LOS AND NLOS NOISE
The positioning accuracy as a function the standard deviation
of the outlier noise is illustrated in Fig. 2. The contamination
ratio (νi,2) was 20%, the sample length was 20 and the stan-
dard deviation of the inlier noise (σi,1) was 0.3 m in Fig. 2(a).
The bias of the outlier observation noise (µi,2) was set to
20 m, such that the outlier-contaminated distance observation
was consistently larger than zero. The standard deviation of
the outlier noise (σi,2) was set as a remarkably larger value
than that of the inlier noise such that the observation noise is
always positive. The RMSE of the proposed MM WLS-M
method was lower than that of the other existing methods
in Fig. 2(a). The MM WLS-M method outperformed the
MM WLS algorithm because the correlation between the
transformed range observations and the MM estimate was
considered in the derivation of the weight. The RMSE of
the VB-EM WLS method was slightly inferior to that of
MM WLS method. However, the VB-EM algorithm did not
require statistical testing to distinguish the inliers and outliers
unlike the MM WLS method. Moreover, the Cramér-Rao
lower bound (CRLB) was not displayed since its algebraic
derivation for a nonlinear function and non-Gaussian distri-
bution is non-trivial problem [17], [33]. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
the contamination ratio was 40%, whereas the remaining
environments were identical to those in Fig. 2(a). The RMSE
of the proposed MM WLS-M method was the lowest among
the localization methods. Further, the RMSEs of the VB-EM
and MAP-EM WLS methods were lower that that of the
MM WLS algorithm. Moreover, the proposed VB-EM and
MAP-EMWLSmethods outperformed the SDP andKalman-
filter-based methods. In particular, the RMSE of the VB-EM
WLS method was nearly identical to that of the MMWLS-M
method in Fig. 2(c). The square root of error variances of the
VB-EMWLS andMMWLS-M algorithms were similar with
their RMSEs in Figs. 2(a)−(c).
Fig. 3 assumes the identical situation with that appeared

in Fig. 2, except that sensors 4−7 were outlier-contaminated
sensors. The RMSE of the proposed MM WLS-M algo-
rithm was lower than that of the existing and EM-based
WLS algorithms. The RMSEs of the EM-based WLS algo-
rithms were degraded. In Fig. 3(b), the contamination ratio
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TABLE 1. Simulation settings.

FIGURE 2. RMSEs of the positioning methods with respect to the
standard deviation of NLOS noise when sensors 6−7 are
outlier-contaminated sensors and the remaining sensors are LOS sensors.

was 40%, whereas the remaining environments were same
as those of Fig. 3(a). The RMSE of the proposed MM
WLS-M algorithm was lower than that of the existing meth-
ods. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the contamination ratio was
80%, whereas the remaining environments were identical
to those in Fig. 3(a). This situation modeled the severely

FIGURE 3. RMSEs of the positioning methods with respect to standard
deviation of outlier noise when sensors 4−7 are outlier-contaminated
sensors.

outlier-contaminated environments. The performance of the
SDP method was similar to that of the EM-based WLS
methods under the severely outlier-contaminated conditions.

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the RMSEs as a function of the stan-
dard deviations of inliers. Sensor 7 was postulated to be a
LOS/NLOSmixture sensor, whereas the other sensors belong
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FIGURE 4. RMSEs of the positioning methods with respect to the
standard deviation of inlier noise.

to LOS sensors. The contamination ratio was 40% and the
accuracy of the proposed EM-based WLS and MM WLS-M
methods were slightly higher than those of the other methods
in Fig. 4(a). The RMSEs of the EM-based WLS methods
were nearly identical to that of the MM WLS-M method. As
shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), the MM WLS-M algorithm out-
performed the existing methods and the proposed EM-based
WLS algorithms. The performances of all the robust methods
became inferior as the standard deviation of the LOS noise
was higher. In particular, the accuracy of the EM-based WLS
methods was very sensitive to the number of LOS sensors as
shown in Fig. 4(c). Hence, the EM-based WLS method is not
recommended unless the number of LOS sensors is more than
three.

FIGURE 5. RMSEs of the positioning algorithms with respect to the bias
when sensors 4−7 are outlier-contaminated sensors (contamination
ratio: 40%, standard deviation of LOS noise (σi,1): 0.3 m, standard
deviation of outlier noise (σi,2): 10 m).

FIGURE 6. RMSEs of the positioning algorithms with respect to sample
size when sensors 4−7 are outlier-contaminated sensors (bias of outlier
noise (µi,2): 20 m, contamination ratio: 40%, standard deviation of inlier
noise (σi,1): 0.3 m, standard deviation of outlier noise (σi,2): 10 m).

C. RMSEs AS A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL PARAMETERS
The RMSEs with respect to bias are shown in Fig. 5. The
estimation accuracies of the proposed methods were nearly
unchanged with the variation in the bias and the proposed
MM WLS-M method was superior to the other algorithms.
The RMSEs of the proposedWLS-based algorithms were not
influenced by the bias because the localization was dependent
on the LOS sensors. Furthermore, comparing the localization
methods that do not require statistical testing, the accuracy
of the proposed MAP-EM and VB-EMWLS algorithms was
higher than those of the other localization algorithms.

Fig. 6 compares the accuracy as a function of the sample
size. As the sample size increased, the RMSEs of all the
methods decreased. The RMSE of the MM WLS-M method
was lower than that of the other localization methods for all
sample sizes. Moreover, comparing the localization methods
that do not require statistical testing, the proposed EM-based
WLS algorithms outperformed the existing SDP and
Kalman-filter-based methods.

Fig. 7 displays the RMSEs as a function of the number of
sensors. The number of LOS/NLOS mixture sensors was set
as two and the number of LOS sensors was increased one by
one. As the number of sensors increased, the RMSEs of all the
methods decreased. The RMSE of the MM WLS-M method
was lower than that of the MM WLS method for the entire
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FIGURE 7. RMSEs of the positioning algorithms with respect to the
number of sensors (bias of outlier noise (µi,2): 20 m, contamination
ratio: 40%, standard deviation of inlier noise (σi,1): 0.3 m, standard
deviation of outlier noise (σi,2): 10 m).

FIGURE 8. RMSEs of the localization algorithms with respect to the
contamination ratio (bias of outlier noise (µi,2): 20 m, standard deviation
of inlier noise (σi,1): 0.3 m, standard deviation of outlier noise (σi,2):
10 m).

number of sensors. However, the RMSEs of the MAP-EM
and VB-EMWLS methods were severely degraded when the
number of LOS sensors was less than three. This observa-
tion coincides with the results shown in Fig. 4(c), i.e., the
EM-basedWLS algorithms are not effectivewhen the number
of LOS sensors is less than three.

The RMSEs with respect to the contamination ratio (νi,2)
are shown in Fig. 8. The localization performances of all the
methods were degraded as the contamination ratio increased.
Specifically, the RMSEs of the localization algorithms were
evidently degraded when the contamination ratio was higher
than 0.5. The RMSE of the MM WLS-M method was lower
than those of the other methods when the contamination ratio
was less than 0.5, but it was similar to that of the MM WLS
method when the contamination ratio exceeded 0.5.

D. EMPIRICAL CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS (ECDFs) OF LOCALIZATION ERROR
Fig. 9 provides the ECDFs with respect to estimation errors.
The contamination ratio (νi,2) was 90% and sensor 7 was
an outlier-contaminated sensor, whereas the other sensors
were LOS sensors. The other conditions were same as
those of Fig. 2(a). This situation represents a mildly con-
taminated environment. The RMSEs of the MMWLS-M,
MMWLS and EM-basedWLSmethodswere nearly identical

FIGURE 9. ECDFs of the positioning methods.

as shown in Fig. 9(a). Note that the VB-EM and MAP-EM
WLS methods do not require statistical testing, where the
optimal threshold must be determined. This advantage can
be important under rapidly varying channel conditions or
environments. The conditions in Fig. 9(b) were postulated
to be identical to those of Fig. 9(a), except that sensors
4−7 were outlier-contaminated sensors. These simulation
settings represent moderately outlier-contaminated situa-
tions. The RMSEs of the proposed methods were lower than
those of the other existing techniques. All the sensors besides
sensor 1 were outlier-contaminated sensors in Fig. 9(c).
This situation represents a severely outlier-contaminated con-
dition. In Fig. 9(c), the RMSEs of the EM-based WLS
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methodswere lower than those of the othermethods, although
they were degraded significantly compared with those of
the former cases. The RMSEs of all the robust methods
were increased as the number of outlier-contaminated sen-
sors was incremented. The EM-based WLS methods were
significantly superior to the other methods under seriously
outlier-contaminated situations. The simulation results illus-
trated that the MMWLS-M method was superior to the other
algorithms in most environments and the EM-based WLS
algorithms showed effective performances when the number
of LOS sensors was more than three.

VII. CONCLUSION
Robust localization algorithms were developed using the
MM WLS-M, MAP-EM and VB-EM WLS techniques. The
proposed MM WLS-M method utilized a weighting matrix
estimated using the property that transformed measurements
are correlated with the MM estimate. The RMSE of the
MM WLS-M method was lower than those of the other
localization methods under all the conditions, excluding
severely outlier-contaminated environments. Furthermore,
the RMSEs of the MAP-EM and VB-EM WLS algorithms
were the lowest among the localization algorithms that do
not require statistical testing. However, the accuracies of the
MAP-EM WLS and VB-EM WLS algorithms were severely
degraded when the number of LOS sensors was less than
three. Moreover, the MSE and asymptotic unbiasedness of
the proposed methods were analyzed. The proposed local-
ization methods are iterative methods, i.e., they may diverge
under severely low-SNR or heavily outlier-contaminated
noise conditions because the initial position estimate cannot
be appropriately determined. Moreover, the computational
complexity of the iterative method was higher than that
of the closed-form technique. Therefore, algebraic robust
localization algorithms shall be developed in the future
work.
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